Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
• The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
• Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
• DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
• Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name LOUIS A. HEAD

address 802 HEADINGLY AV NW
ABQ NM 87107
**Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP**

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

**What are DOE’s Plans?**
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

**What are concerns about shielded containers?**
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

**What Can I Do?**
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by **September 10, 2012**.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name **Michael J. Montoya**  
address **3431 Anderson Ave SE**
**Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP**

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

**What are DOE’s Plans?**
DOE has submitted a *Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container* to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

**What are concerns about shielded containers?**
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

**What Can I Do?**
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by **September 10, 2012**.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

*I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.*

*The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.*

name **Emma Sandoval**

address **1128 18th St NW 87104**
**Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP**

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

**What are DOE’s Plans?**

DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

**What are concerns about shielded containers?**

- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

**What Can I Do?**

Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by **September 10, 2012**.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

*I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack. The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.*

name  

address  

[Signature]
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name

address 51625 Rio Grande NW ABQ, NM 87107
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE's Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name ________Tomas Cardaño__________________________

address _______805 Riverdale Dr SW, ABQ, NM 87105_________
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name

address 3615 Big Cottonwood De Soto, Albuquerque, NM 87105
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name __________________________

address __________________________
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name Tony Watkins

address 1219 Orchard Pl NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
Speak Out Against More "Hot" Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more "hot" Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE's Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
• The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
• Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
• DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
• Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name _Lilia Diaz________________________

address _16 Montaya Circle, Santa Fe, NM 87501_
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name Mary Jessica Antonia Bunker

address 540 Camino de Higino, Los Lunas, NM 87031
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
• The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
• Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
• DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
• Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name [Juan Reynosa]

address [312 Arno NE, Albuquerque, NM 87102]
312 Ams NE
ABQ, NM 87102
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name

address PO Box 407, Acoma, NM 87004
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name

address

Po Box 4366, Gila, NM 87305
**Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP**

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

**What are DOE’s Plans?**

DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

**What are concerns about shielded containers?**

- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

**What Can I Do?**

Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

**Thank you!**

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name: Rosa Marie Cechini

Office of Life Peace, Justice & Creation Stewardship

Catholic Charities

address: 506 W. Highway 66, Gallup, NM 87301
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name Robert Tohe

address 408 E. Route 66, Flagstaff AZ 86001
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name

address
**Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP**

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

**What are DOE’s Plans?**

DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

**What are concerns about shielded containers?**

- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

**What Can I Do?**

Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by **September 10, 2012**.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

*I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.*

*The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.*

name **Michael Doe**

address **PO BOX 914, WINCHESTER, AZ 86475**
**Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP**

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

**What are DOE’s Plans?**
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

**What are concerns about shielded containers?**
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

**What Can I Do?**
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by **September 10, 2012**.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

**Dear Trais Kliphuis:**

*I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.*

*The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.*

**name** Mary Rose Karduner

**address** P.O. Box 2933 Fort Defiance AZ 86501
**Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP**

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

**What are DOE’s Plans?**
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

**What are concerns about shielded containers?**
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

**What Can I Do?**
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by **September 10, 2012**.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

*I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.*

*The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.*

name **Tomasita Gonzalez**

address **1743 Valley Rd SW**

**ABQ NM 87105**
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name Monica Cheyenne Beardsley

address 924 Edith NE

Albuquerque, NM 87102
Speak Out Against More “Hot” Waste at WIPP

The Department of Energy (DOE) wants to bring more “hot” Remote-Handled (RH) transuranic (plutonium-contaminated or TRU) waste to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) without providing adequate justification and without an opportunity for a public hearing.

What are DOE’s Plans?
DOE has submitted a Permit Modification Request - Addition of a Shielded Container to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) so that DOE can transport and dispose of RH waste in lead shielded containers. RH waste would continue to be shipped and disposed in large canisters in the walls of the underground rooms, as has been done since January 2007. If the NMED approves the request, RH waste in shielded containers could be trucked to WIPP and emplaced on the floor in the underground rooms along with Contact-Handled (CH) TRU waste.

What are concerns about shielded containers?
- The amount of RH waste shipped to WIPP, stored aboveground, and disposed underground would substantially increase.
- Contrary to what DOE says, shielded containers cannot be handled the same as CH waste. Shielded containers that are damaged or leaking might not be able to be placed in over-pack containers without exposing workers and the public.
- DOE also plans to use shielded containers for hotter commercial waste, expanding WIPP beyond its legal limit of 175,564 cubic meters of TRU waste.
- Shielded containers have never been used. NMED denied a similar request on January 31, 2012 because of public opposition and the inadequacies of the request.

What Can I Do?
Submit written comments to: Trais Kliphuis, NMED, 2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1, Santa Fe, NM 87505 by September 10, 2012.

Use the sample comments below, or write whatever you want.

Thank you!

Dear Trais Kliphuis:

I am very concerned about shielded containers. They would expand the space available at WIPP for remote-handled waste that is dangerous to transport, store, and dispose. Despite what the Department of Energy says, shielded containers could not be handled like contact-handled waste because damaged or leaking containers could be too radioactive to over-pack.

The shielded containers request once again is not a proper class 2 permit modification. I request a public hearing and that shielded containers be a class 3 modification so that there would be more extensive public comment and an opportunity for a hearing.

name

address